Captain Carr Gives Life Saving Test Here

The annual Southern Intercollegiate Student Government Convention was held during the first week in April. The convention was a resounding success, and the delegates from eighteen of the southern colleges gathered to exchange ideas, to discuss problems, and to take part in various activities. The convention, held in the dormitories of the college, was a meeting of intelligence and brotherhood, and all who attended found it a source of inspiration and encouragement.

Captain Carr, a distinguished figure in the field of water safety, was one of the key speakers at the convention. He delivered a stirring address on the importance of life-saving techniques and the need for continuous education in this field. His lecture was followed by a demonstration of various water rescues, and the delegates were able to see firsthand the techniques used in saving lives.

Following Captain Carr's speech, there was a question-and-answer session, during which the delegates had the opportunity to ask questions and to receive guidance from the experts. The session was a valuable learning experience for the delegates, who were eager to gain as much knowledge as possible.

In conclusion, the convention was a great success, and it left a lasting impression on all who attended. The delegates returned to their respective colleges with renewed enthusiasm and determination to promote life-saving techniques and to save lives wherever they could.

Dr. Mary E. Markley is Heard Monday At Chapel Program

Dr. Mary E. Markley, Secretary of Education for the First Lutheran Church, is heard Monday at Chapel Program. Her words are timely and important, and they serve as a reminder of the importance of education and the role of the church in promoting it.

The lecture is titled "The Purpose of Education," and it is a thoughtful reflection on the meaning and significance of education in our lives. Dr. Markley explains that education is not merely a means to an end, but rather a way of life that enables us to grow and to fulfill our potential.

She goes on to say that education is a means of preparing ourselves for life, and that it is essential for our personal and social development. She emphasizes that education is not just a matter of acquiring knowledge, but also of developing the skills and attitudes that will enable us to live fulfilling lives.

The lecture is a powerful reminder of the importance of education, and it is a message that we all need to hear.

The Breeze is Spring

In the spring, everything comes to life. The world is filled with new growth and fresh beginnings. The flowers bloom, the birds sing, and the air is filled with the scent of new beginnings. It is a time of renewal and hope, and it is a time to celebrate.

The Breeze is a celebration of the spring season, and it is a reminder of the beauty and wonder of the world around us. It is a time to take a deep breath and to enjoy the simple pleasures of life.

The Breeze is a time to reflect on the past and to look forward to the future. It is a time to remember the joys of yesterday and to anticipate the possibilities of tomorrow.

So let us embrace the spring and let us celebrate the beauty of the world around us. Let us be grateful for the gifts of nature, and let us be勇士 for the opportunities that lie ahead. The Breeze is spring, and it is a time to be alive and to be grateful.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AN APPLE TREE

On the campus, south of Alamo Hall stands a huge Blue-Stone rock. This rock is the symbol of the architecture, of the building, of the growth of H. T. C. It stands there symbolically in some sense the firmness and beauty of the foundation upon which the material and traditions are built.

And in this blue-stone rock is growing a plant which was perhaps carelessly thrown there, or perhaps blown somehow into a tiny crevice where it lodged and remained. This plant was an embryo, and the apple blossom is the flower of H. T. C.

We wonder whether, indeed, you've glanced and realized that some-thing is happening, in your interest but you don't know what, whether you know it or not.—THAT APPLE TREE IS GROWING.

Do you see the symbolism in the growth of that apple tree?

That apple tree is growing, and its growth is strong and straight and fine. It is stretching—you can almost see it stretching—to reach the blue sky, to reach the beautiful thing—this growth. It is rather a legend that will stay close to the traditions of H. T. C, with its Bluestone Hill, and apple-blossom flower.

One may read of this coincident work of nature and think it odd that this apple tree is growing a plant which was perhaps carelessly thrown there, or perhaps blown somehow into a tiny crevice where it lodged and remained. This plant was an embryo, and the apple blossom is the flower of H. T. C. It is stretching there in its growth, and the apple blossom is the flower of H. T. C.
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WEEK-END TRIPS

Elaine Hupp, Dorothy Wright, Elizabeth Zeigler, and Virginia Marshall and Marianna Mitchell spent the week-end in Winch-ester, with friends.

Mary Green's guest was Sidney Alexander, Sr., with friends.

Nelson Camden came to see Elizabeth Zeigler.

Frances Strickland's guest was A. Odell Long came to see Isabell Dunlap.

Florence Mitchell had as her guest Elop Lange.

Virginia Marshall was visited by Leigh Williams.

Grace Mayo was visited by Leigh Williams.

Mary Mullins' guest was J. M. Nuckols.

Clark Bosley came to see Charlotte Woodson.

Katherine Bowen was the guest of Sallie McCormick.

Evelyn Timberlake was the guest of J. M. Nuckols.

Virginia Marshall and Marianna Mitchell spent the week-end in Win-chester, with friends.

Mildred Rhodes entertained Dick Brown and Mary Nuckols.

Virginia Marshall and Marianna Mitchell spent the week-end in Winches-ter, with friends.

Mary Mullins' guest was J. M. Nuckols.

Edith Chew was a visitor in Leesburg.

Evelyn Timberlake was the guest of Sallie McCormick.

Mary Gay and Eliza Smith were guests at the home of Mrs. S. Hoover in Timber-ridge.}

Virginia Adams was the guest of Mrs. S. Hoover in Timber-ridge.

Mary Dunovan was the guest of Mrs. S. Hoover in Timber-ridge.

Mildred McNeal went to New Market.

Sallie Camden came to see Mrs. S. Hoover in Timber-ridge.

Katherine Rose went to the home of her parents in Barton, Md.

Virginia Marshall and Marianna Mitchell spent the week-end in Winches-ter, with friends.

Everybody claimed to have heard Julia Reynolds leading the line—but I believe it was Julia Reynolds herself.

Mary Green's guest was Sidney Alexander, Sr., with friends.

Everyone knows about Dresden dolls. Everyone knows about them. Everyone knows how much they really appreciate the Dresden dolls. Everyone knows how much you back our own. Everyone appreciates your presence and we will never quite know how much we love you. Everyone knows about them. Everyone knows how much they really appreciated the Dresden dolls. Everyone knows about them. Everyone loves you. Everyone appreciates your presence and we will never quite know how much we loved you.
BOOKS REVIEWED AND CRITICIZED

Poems in Praise of Practically Nothing  
By Samuel Hoffenstein, Boni and Liveright.  
"Poems in Praise of Practically Nothing" is but one of the very choicest and most refreshingly original of Samuel Hoffenstein's book a very original treat ofixons and fancies, little things, the quotable verses.

"Sleep, my baby, little elf;  
You'll be getting measles soon."  
"Sleep, my little baby, sleep;  
Always unto others do  
what they'd like to do to you."  

The following suggestions have been chosen from the Rotunda, of Varsity Basketball games.  
1. Nominate representative to  
the economic; (3) the Personal, and  
2. Senior Hints to Freshmen  
7—Remember always that Seniors  
and 8. Don't forget to hang over the  
(4) the Political and Civic.  
You have walls strong enough to shut out  
Let's see these air castles--  
the realities of life? May  
"Lullaby"  
lets down as long as  
the buffetings winds of life? How many  
10—Expect all classes in Courses I,  
"Old Gordon Graham."  
2. No for then fifth (or) would not be worth  
3. Interclass Basketball games.  
"Economy: of Organization—  
"Lullaby"  
Should we give up our air castles?  
7. Interclass Swimming meet.  
"Economy: of Organization—  
"Economy: of Organization—  
"Lullaby"  
"Old Gordon Graham."  
"Lullaby"  
"Old Gordon Graham.

NEW YORK CITY LOOK FORWARD  
By Eliza Chabotine

On January 1 the New York Branch of  
the World Youth Alliance held its  
Annual Youth Conference at the  
Pennsylvania Hotel.

Newcomb was chosen by the  
New York Branch of  
The world youth Alliance, Arthur  
Horton President, of the Group of  
Logos, and Galus Bussell of the  
Youth Section of the Fellowship.

"The leopard cannot change his spots;  
In short, they're his forget-me-nots."

In "Poems Intended to Incite the  
poems in praise of practically nothing."

"Lullaby"  
"Old Gordon Graham.

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION REPORT  
Name of Organization—Athletic  
Association Officers—President: Helen Lowneaver Westermark  
Secretary: Irene Garrison  
Business Manager: Evelyn Bowers  
Members: Student Body  
Board:  
Evelyn Bowers  
Elizabeth Newland  
Lillian Miller  
Virginia Bruberry  
Audrey Hayt  
Frances Hand  
Ann Peterson  
Names of Faculty Advisors:  
Miss Nathaniel  
Miss Ethel  
Artistic of each advisor:  
The faculty advisors assist the different  
Mrs. A. K.,  
M. W.  
L. S.  
C. F.  
A. A.  
N. P.  
M. M.  
S. L.  
P. A.  
D. F.  
A. M.  
A. H.  
M. A.  
K. A.  
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GEORGES  
Candy Kitchen  
Hot Lollies  
Hot Coffee  
Hot Chocolate  
Cheap Sandwiches  
Less Expensive  
Delicious Coffee  
The last minute Sweets  
Candy Company  
we will take care to order you  

close down our.
SEVEN SECONDS AT CROSSINGS

It has been estimated that the average time it takes to pass a crossing is seven seconds. The average person must be a good driver for a long freight train—a matter of inches instead of seconds. It must be understood that there is no train in both the tracks.

In other cases, however, the railroad men who try to be a team at a crossing is risking limbs and life to save a very small part of time. More than 10,000 persons lost the contest to the traffic last year. Some of those fatal accidents do not occur in quiet suburban sections. A great many of them are in the city.

Perhaps there would be fewer will- ingly give it to us. This takes the road will drive more quickly than they might have if they had more time to be glad they are alive and blessed with good sense and patience.

The Bendelville (Vendy Fresh)

impressive service at Y. W. SUNDAY

A most enjoyable Y. W. C. A. serv- ice was held in Fellowship Hall Sunday morning by the Y. W. C. A. group and it was a most enjoyable service.

The service was closed with the singing of hymns and the Y. W. C. A. benediction.

(Continued on Page 4, Column 2.)

The Socialite Awards: The socialite awards were presented at the socialite awards last week.

The award was given to Miss Jane Smith for her outstanding contributions to the socialite awards.

The Tulane University Women's Council announced that the socialite awards will be held on May 10 at the Belleau Club.

The Tulane Hullabaloo—Tulane University

Angels and ministers of grace de- fend us from ever getting such a rage on campus as has formulated on the Tulane campus. The outburst of the spirit is at the time of the campus which appear daily on the official University bulletin board, and neither we nor our brother know who is going to be the next victim of the poet's fancy and grief of the campus from one day to another. Whether even the Prep come in for their share of the blame.

The Hullabaloo gives us the following points about the rage.

This latest Tulane fad takes the form of a comic memorial tablet cele- brating the death of some poor student's frailties and failings. It is going to be the subject of a socialite awards in the next victim.

We must have the red caps continued to be the next victim of the poet's fancy and grief of the campus from one day to another. Whether even the Prep come in for their share of the blame.
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LUTHERAN GIRLS HEAR DR. MARKLEY

On Monday afternoon, the Lutheran girls held a reception for Dr. Mary E. Markley, secretary of the board of education of the United Lutheran Church.

A most interesting discussion of the situation that Dr. Markley experienced in Europe last year was held, with a discussion of problems had with colleges and social circles at the present time.

The reception was thoroughly enjoyed by every girl present.

A SHATTERING

Rain beats on my face,
I remember what it meant
To feel its cool caresses.

One day I told you
I loved its streaming
Down my face.

You laughed and said tenderly
"Then you must like
To wash your face."

I hate you, now.

(Continued from Page 1, Column 2.)

—From the Seattle (Wash.) Times
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AERONAUTIC SCHOLARSHIP OFFERS SCHOLARSHIP

Sixty-two per cent of the applicants for the Eaglerock awards for 1929 have chosen the scholarship at a $2,000 scholarship recently issued by the Alexander Abbott Co., to all winners of the same.

This company is offering a scholar- ship called "The Alexander Abbott Scholarship, New York University," and had a completely Eaglerock scholarship program. Their different species of flowers on aviation subject submitted by undergraduate students between May

Those choosing the scholarship ex- act to complete their education in aeronautical engineering preparatory to entering commercial aviation, according to the other hand; the following are the aves of the Eaglerock airplane ex- act for a flight at a dollar is distributed by company or to earn sufficient money to continue their education.

Additional $200,000 for improve- ments this year is reassuring.

The achievement of the railroads in the last few years of handling record-breaking freight without car shortages is a proof of business acumen, and the regularity of its services is a testimony to that. The railways have developed a system of transportation lines set out to spend

The accompagné added a science professor in the college.

-From the Seattle (Wash.) Times

"Wall-Flower" proof.

You are more often judged by the paper you use than by

You will help

Our shoes

"As you like it"

YAGER'S Shoe Store

(Shoe Store Repairing)

The Effect of Your Message Greatly

Depends upon the Style and Quality of Your Stationery

You are more often judged by the paper you use than by

Pride, good taste, refinement—all demand that you use

HARRISBURG, VIRGINIA

LICENSED AND INSURED

THE RECALL STORE

Phone 426

Section 1

HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA

S. T. C.

JEWELRY

Complete lines of Jewelry and kindled lines.

Expert Repair Work

D. C. DEVIER & SONS

On Right at S. E. Cor. C. Sq.

NICK & CO.

Canners

2 doors North of Virginia Theater

Moller's Cigar & Printing Expert Hat Cleaning of all Kinds

Phone 2660 Harrisonburg, Va.

THE REXALL STORE

Telephone 2660

HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA

Druggists

Dain Widmer

JOHN W. TALAFERRO

JEWELLER & OPTOMETRIST

Established 1879

HARRISONBURG'S OLDEST, LARGEST

AND BEST JEWELRY STORE